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Real-time Uncertainty Visualization for B-Mode Ultrasound
Christian Schulte zu Berge, Denis Declara, Christoph Hennersperger, Maximilian Baust, and Nassir Navab

Figure 1: Uncertainty visualization for B-mode abdominal ultrasound. Given the original B-mode ultrasound image (a), we first com-
pute the corresponding Confidence Map (b), which maps regions of low attenuation to high confidence. Using different schemes, we then
compute the proposed fused uncertainty visualizations. For educational purposes, we introduce an uncertainty color overlay (c). For clinical
applications, we further propose mapping to chroma (d) and to fuzziness (e) as perceptional visualization schemes maintaining the original
diagnostic value.

ABSTRACT

B-mode ultrasound is a very well established imaging modality and
is widely used in many of today’s clinical routines. However, ac-
quiring good images and interpreting them correctly is a challeng-
ing task due to the complex ultrasound image formation process de-
pending on a large number of parameters. To facilitate ultrasound
acquisitions, we introduce a novel framework for real-time uncer-
tainty visualization in B-mode images. We compute real-time per-
pixel ultrasound Confidence Maps, which we fuse with the original
ultrasound image in order to provide the user with an interactive
feedback on the quality and credibility of the image. In addition to
a standard color overlay mode, primarily intended for educational
purposes, we propose two perceptional visualization schemes to be
used in clinical practice. Our mapping of uncertainty to chroma
uses the perceptionally uniform L*a*b* color space to ensure that
the perceived brightness of B-mode ultrasound remains the same.
The alternative mapping of uncertainty to fuzziness keeps the B-
mode image in its original grayscale domain and locally blurs or
sharpens the image based on the uncertainty distribution. An elab-
orate evaluation of our system and user studies on both medical
students and expert sonographers demonstrate the usefulness of our
proposed technique. In particular for ultrasound novices, such as
medical students, our technique yields powerful visual cues to eval-
uate the image quality and thereby learn the ultrasound image for-
mation process. Furthermore, seeing the distribution of uncertainty

adjust to the transducer positioning in real-time, provides also ex-
pert clinicians with a strong visual feedback on their actions. This
helps them to optimize the acoustic window and can improve the
general clinical value of ultrasound.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Ultrasound provides a very effective and low-cost real-time imag-
ing modality for both diagnostic and intra-operative use and is thus
part of the clinical routine in a variety of medical applications.
However, acquiring a good image (e.g. in terms of high diagnos-
tic value) is a non-trivial task due to the highly complex ultrasound
image formation process, which is dependent on many explicit and
implicit imaging parameters. Furthermore, some target anatomies
can not be directly reached but need to be scanned by circumvent-
ing strong reflectors such as bones, which prevent the acquisition
of images underneath. Thus, an optimal acoustic window has to be
found in order to allow for a reliable diagnosis based on ultrasound
imaging. For instance, to image the kidney, sonographers usually
use the liver as an acoustic window since it has the best transmis-
sion properties of the surrounding anatomy. Hence, optimizing the
imaging parameters in order to get an optimal view is a non-trivial
task, which requires not only a lot of experience of the clinician,
but also patience by both the clinician and the patient. In particular
medical trainees and ultrasound novices have difficulties in getting
the right image needed for their clinical objectives since traditional
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Kidney ultrasound using the liver as acoustic window with applied uncertainty visualization using chroma as visual variables
(cf. Section 3.3). A slight repositioning of the transducer results in a considerable increase of confidence in image (b) compared to (a).

ultrasound imaging does not provide a direct qualitative feedback
on the image quality.

In this paper we present novel concepts for uncertainty visualiza-
tion, specifically designed for ultrasound imaging, allowing sono-
graphers to intuitively and interactively observe the quality of the
ultrasound image for each anatomical target (cf. Figure 2). This
simplifies their search for the best acoustic window while manipu-
lating the probe and provides an entirely new approach to facilitate
ultrasound acquisitions. We introduce a system, which is capable of
computing per-pixel ultrasound Confidence Maps [8] in real-time,
leveraging the highly dynamic nature of ultrasound imaging. We
interpret these Confidence Maps as per-pixel uncertainty informa-
tion, which we expose to the user. By integrating the uncertainty
information directly into the original B-mode image, we can pro-
vide the sonographer with interactive feedback on the local image
quality and credibility without requiring him to perform an addi-
tional mental mapping.

To this end, we introduce three different visualization schemes.
A color overlay mode is primarily intended for educational pur-
poses to support medical students understanding the complex ul-
trasound image formation process. For clinical usage, we suggest
mapping of uncertainty to chroma using a perceptually uniform
color model to augment the image with the uncertainty informa-
tion while maintaining its original B-mode intensities and thus its
original diagnostic value. As an alternative, which keeps the image
in its original grayscale format, we propose mapping uncertainty to
fuzziness.

2 RELATED WORK

Compared to other anatomical medical imaging modalities such as
CT or MRI, medical ultrasound exhibits several benefits, such as
being comparatively cheap, portable and real-time capable. It is
therefore widely used in today’s clinical practice, for instance for
abdominal, pediatric, head and general vascular applications [13].
However, as previously motivated in the introduction, the ultra-
sound image formation process is influenced by various physical
ultrasound parameters such as frequency, focus, and depth, as well
as by external factors such as probe positioning, probe pressure,
patient positioning and patient breathing cycle [1]. Furthermore, a
wide range of image artifacts may occur, which need to be inter-
preted correctly [17]. Sonographers need to be aware of all these
caveats of ultrasound imaging in order to correctly understand the
image. Thus, training is an important aspect for medical students
when learning ultrasound [5]. In particular in trauma applications,
where time is critical, the surgeon has to determine possible frac-

tures and lesions as quickly as possible and has a minimal margin
for error [10]. With this motivation in mind, we developed our work
with the aim to support both medical students in learning sonogra-
phy as well as expert clinicians for a more quick and intuitive inter-
pretation of ultrasound images by providing an interactive feedback
on the image quality and uncertainty distribution.

Uncertainty is an essential property of all kinds of information
and is formed of many different facets, which can be categorized
into nine different types: Accuracy/error, precision, completeness,
consistency, lineage, currency, credibility, subjectivity and inter-
relatedness [21]. Visualizing uncertainty in a helpful manner re-
quires mapping these facets to visual variables of the image domain
as intuitively as possible. MacEachren et al. identify nine differ-
ent visual variables and empirically explore their intuitiveness to
represent uncertainty [12].

In the last years, the visualization community has made great ef-
forts to improve uncertainty visualization [15]. However, applying
such techniques to medical data poses particular challenges since
clinicians often need to evaluate very specific details of an image,
whose preservation is crucial. Furthermore, the spatial domain is
fixed by the pixel/voxel structure, the color domain is often con-
strained by the applied transfer function, and the temporal domain
is also fixed as soon as it comes to real-time imaging. We provide
a detailed in-depth discussion of the different approaches to uncer-
tainty visualization in Section 3.3.1

Different works have introduced the concept of uncertainty to
ultrasound with the objective of improving ultrasound registration,
compounding or tissue classification [6, 23, 19]. Karamalis et al.
present a method for estimating per-pixel confidence in ultrasound
images and demonstrate the applicability of the method to different
problems including ultrasound reconstruction and registration [8].
However, all this information was never exposed to clinicians and
always remained an internal component of image processing algo-
rithms. The way B-mode ultrasound is presented today is still the
same as many years ago even though there is a lot more information
available.

Advanced color spaces are often employed in both visualization
and computer vision tasks. The HSL and HSV color spaces [20] can
be used in order to measure or alter the presence or absence of sin-
gle physiological color criteria such as hue, saturation or lightness.
However, they are not perceptually uniform meaning that chang-
ing the saturation component may also lead to a change in the per-
ceived brightness. As for all visualization tasks, it is crucial to take
the human visual perception into account. When integrating the un-
certainty information directly into B-mode ultrasound images using
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color hue or saturation as visual variable, one has to make sure that
the perceived intensity or brightness of a pixel remains the same,
which renders HSL and HSV useless for our application. In con-
trast, the CIE L*a*b* color model provides a perceptually uniform
color space where perceptual similarity is measured by the Euclid-
ian distance of two color points. For a direct mapping to physio-
logical color criteria the L*C*h* color space was defined as a polar
coordinate derivative where the three components represent light-
ness, chromacity and hue [14].

3 METHODS

Our work for real-time ultrasound uncertainty visualization consists
of two main parts: First, we need to generate per-pixel uncertainty
information for B-mode ultrasound images in real-time in order to
use them for subsequent visualizations. We therefore leverage the
continuous nature of ultrasound and formulate an incremental com-
putation of ultrasound Confidence Maps. In a second step we fuse
the uncertainty information into the B-mode image using percep-
tual visualization schemes. It is important to mention that these two
parts are technically independent from each other and each compo-
nent is essentially a separate and replaceable black box.

3.1 Generating Uncertainty Information Through Ultra-
sound Confidence Maps

In order to compute the needed uncertainty information, our im-
plementation uses Confidence Maps, originally proposed by Kara-
malis et al. [8]. Even though they model ultrasound physics only
to a limited extent, and for instance do not detect reverberation ar-
tifacts, their per-pixel attenuation maps can be interpreted as an ap-
proximation of uncertainty information. In fact, due to the complex
nature of sound-tissue interactions it may be impossible to compute
exact uncertainty information from B-mode images alone without
having detailed information about the processing pipeline of the
ultrasound machine and all acquisition parameters. Since this is be-
yond the scope of this work, we want to emphasize that our method
for estimating uncertainty is independent of the visualization and
could later be replaced or extended.

Ultrasound Confidence Maps are defined as the solution to a ran-
dom walks equilibrium problem modeled using ultrasound specific
constraints. Building an 8-connected graph on the ultrasound B-
mode image, one computes the probability for a random walker
starting at the respective pixel to reach one of the virtual transducer
nodes at the top before reaching one of the virtual sink nodes at
the bottom. Since the underlying graph is undirected, this diffusion
problem can effectively be described by a symmetric Laplacian ma-
trix L, which yields a linear system of the form

Lx = b, (1)

where x is the Confidence Map in vectorized form and b encodes
the Dirichlet boundary conditions. Figure 3 shows an exemplary
Confidence Map for liver ultrasound that clearly depicts shadowed
regions behind strong reflectors.

We assume ultrasound Confidence Maps to be inversely related
to the amount of uncertainty in the image, more precisely its facets
of accuracy, precision and credibility. Thus, we obtain the per-pixel
uncertainty information by applying a direct inverse linear mapping

U(x) := 1−CM(x), (2)

where CM(x) ∈ [0,1] is the confidence map value at pixel x in the
image domain. Due to the nature of the Confidence Map formula-
tion where the whole value range of [0,1] is always fully used for
each image, the computed values exhibit relative information with
respect to the current image. Thus, special attention has to be paid
on this fact when comparing images showing different anatomy.

(a) Original liver ultrasound image. (b) Corresponding confidence map.

Figure 3: Confidence maps on liver ultrasound: (a) shows the
original ultrasound image, (b) shows the corresponding confidence
map, bright regions depicting regions of high confidence, dark re-
gions depicting regions of low confidence.

3.2 Real-time Confidence Maps Through Incremental
Computation

Due to the size and complexity of L, it is not feasible to solve Equa-
tion 1 with direct methods (e.g. pivoted LU decomposition) in real
time with today’s hardware. In order to yield real-time Confidence
Maps for our system, we leverage the dynamic nature of ultrasound
acquisitions and the temporal coherency of its images based on the
high acquisition rates of today’s systems. Consecutive images in
ultrasound sequences usually differ very little and therefore the cor-
responding Confidence Maps will likely be very similar. We exploit
this fact by using an iterative Jacobi-preconditioned Conjugate Gra-
dient solver instead of directly solving Equation 1 through matrix
decompositions. This allows us to execute an incremental computa-
tion scheme, where we directly use the resulting Confidence Maps
as initialization for the subsequent frame. This greatly reduces the
number of needed iterations per frame as we have a better conver-
gence to the true solution in the limited time budget available per
frame.

As already discussed in Section 3.1, Confidence Maps exhibit
only a relative measure of confidence. Their strength is not the
exact confidence value at a single pixel, but rather the confidence
distribution within the image. Thus, due to noise in the original ul-
trasound, the Confidence Maps of multiple consecutive frames may
exhibit a flickering behavior when being watched in a sequence. We
eliminate this effect by applying an additional alpha beta filter [3]
to reduce such artifacts. Being a variant of the Kalman filter, it re-
cursively operates on the stream of computed Confidence Maps and
produces a smoothened version by averaging the current image with
a prediction based on the previous images. We empirically selected
a configuration of α = 0.36 and β = 0.005 providing good with
both damping of flickering and preservation of the original confi-
dence distribution and temporal responsiveness of the estimates.

3.3 Uncertainty Visualization Techniques
for B-mode Ultrasound

The second part of our system is the actual visualization aspect on
how to fuse the additional uncertainty information with the origi-
nal B-mode image. Essentially, we target two different applications
with our work: On the one hand, we are convinced that exposing
uncertainty information to ultrasound novices and trainees helps
them to better understand the complex ultrasound image formation
process. At the same time, we also expect expert sonographers to
benefit from uncertainty visualization as the additional information
may improve the diagnostic value of the image. Regarding these
two target applications, we yield the following requirements for ul-
trasound uncertainty visualization schemes.

• The uncertainty information should be fused directly into the
original B-mode sequence. Thus, both the spatial and the tem-
poral domain are fixed.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the different proposed uncertainty visualization schemes. Given the original B-mode ultrasound image I, we
compute its Confidence Map CM and a Gaussian blurred version Gσ . The uncertainty map U is derived from CM by inverse linear mapping
(cf. Equation 2). For the color overlay and the uncertainty mapping to chroma, we compute a derived uncertainty measure U ′ using a transfer
function. Finally, the uncertainty information is fused into the original ultrasound image using one of the three visualization schemes.

• The primary information in the uncertainty maps are not the
exact per-pixel uncertainty values but the distribution of the
uncertainty with respect to the anatomy (cf. Section 3.1).

• For educational applications, the uncertainty distribution in
the image should be easily and intuitively perceivable. Even
small changes in the uncertainty distribution should be clearly
observable when repositioning the ultrasound probe in order
to maximize the learning effect.

• For clinical applications, the diagnostic information in the B-
mode image must not be impaired. Thus, the original image
intensities should be preserved as good as possible and no im-
age regions should be occluded.

3.3.1 Selection of Visual Variables
Given the above requirements for our uncertainty visualization, the
number of viable visual variables for depicting the uncertainty in-
formation is limited.

One traditional technique is the usage of glyphs for depicting
uncertainty, with error bars in 1D visualization being the classic
example. Glyphs have the advantage of offering a large number
of visual variables that can be used to alter their appearance. For
instance, MacEachren et al. evaluate 11 different mappings of un-
certainty to point glyphs [12]. Glyphs excel in depicting uncertainty
when used in sparse layouts allowing the observer to individually
focus on single glyphs in order to read their information. However,
this does not work well for our application where the goal is to vi-
sualize the distribution of a dense 2D scalar field. Although dense
glyph fields have also been successfully used for depicting global
information [9, 2], we do not consider them for our work since early
experiments did not show promising results. The work of Sanyal et
al. supports this fact as their experiments showed that in many un-
certainty related tasks on 2D data sets the different glyph mappings
perform significantly worse than surface color mapping [16]. Fur-
thermore, adding glyphs to the B-mode image would occlude the
original ultrasound image, which is undesirable for clinical appli-
cations.

One intriguing approach is to extend the 2D data to the third di-
mension and map uncertainty to the Z axis in a 3D rendering [4, 7].
While this may be a valid method for applications such as geospa-
tial visualization, it can not be applied to our use case since, due to
the 2D projection of a 3D scene, it requires the user to interact with
the camera to get the full information. Furthermore, as mentioned
above, the spatial domain of our visualization is fixed as clinicians
expect a 2D image when performing 2D B-mode ultrasound.

Another approach is to exploit the spatial domain for depicting
uncertainty, for instance through animations, animated jittering or

probabilistic animation [4, 11]. However, since we are working
with real-time ultrasound sequences, the temporal domain is fixed
and such approaches are not applicable.

Given these considerations and the particular requirements of our
intended uncertainty visualization, we selected the visual variables
of color and texture. They both do not affect the spatial and tempo-
ral image domain and are very powerful and intuitive for expressing
general uncertainty [12]. In total, we propose three different uncer-
tainty mapping techniques (cf. Figure 1) for the two applications,
which we will discuss in detail in the following sections. Since both
the B-mode image and the uncertainty map are in the same image
domain, no coordinate transformation is necessary and the mapping
techniques are focused on the optical properties.

3.3.2 Uncertainty as Color Overlay
For educational applications, the focus of the visualization should
be on the uncertainty information and even small changes in the dis-
tribution should be clearly distinguishable by the observer. The cor-
responding ultrasound B-mode image should be shown as anatom-
ical reference in order to allow for an understanding of the con-
nection between image features and their effects on the uncertainty.
Therefore, we combine the visual variables of hue and value in our
proposed color overlay scheme (cf. Figure 4). Compared to the
other presented mapping schemes, the combination of the two vi-
sual variables makes even subtle changes of uncertainty visible to
the observer. We deem this an important feature to teach ultrasound
novices the caveats of the ultrasound image formation process.

As previously introduced in Section 3.1, for each pixel x, let
U(x) be its uncertainty value and I(x) be its original B-mode
intensity. Since the color overlay is a very obtrusive mapping
scheme, we use a transfer function to apply a thresholding to the
uncertainty measure and define the derived uncertainty as U ′(x) :=
max(0, 2U(x)−1). Using this derived measure instead of the orig-
inal U(x) avoids overlaying regions of negligible uncertainty. We
first generate the color overlay in HSV color space as

C(x)HSV :=
(
H,U ′(x),V

)
, (3)

with constant hue H ∈ [0,1] and constant value V ∈ [0,1]. We chose
a bright orange color with H = 0.15 and V = 0.8 to avoid lowering
the contrast to Doppler ultrasound utilizing the colors blue and red.
In a second step, we linearly mix the color overlay transformed to
RGB color space with the original B-mode to yield the final pixel
color

O(x) :=U ′(x) ·CRGB(x)+
(
1−U ′(x)

)
· I(x). (4)

Figure 1 (c) shows the uncertainty color overlay applied to the orig-
inal abdominal ultrasound image from Figure 1 (a).
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Figure 5: Processing pipeline of our reference implementation. We receive the original ultrasound B-mode image through OpenIGTLink
and perform an Gaussian blur and a resampling in order to improve the PCG convergence performance. The Confidence Map solver then
incrementally computes the B-mode image’s Confidence Map by using the previous image’s Confidence Map as initialization. Finally, we
perform the uncertainty mapping using one of the three presented schemes (cf. Section 3.3) and transform the image from polar to cartesian
coordinates.

Since the original B-mode intensities are altered in this mapping
scheme, we propose to use it only for educational purposes to give
ultrasound novices a better understanding of the image formation
process, but do not consider it for clinical usage. Furthermore, the
color overlay also partially occludes the original ultrasound inten-
sities. Although image regions of low confidence may not be reli-
able enough for diagnosis, they still contain structural information,
which can help the sonographer in navigating towards the correct
anatomy and optimizing the acoustic window. Thus, hiding these
parts completely is disadvantageous for clinical usage, which was
later also confirmed by some candidates during our evaluation (cf.
Section 5). Therefore, we additionally propose two alternative map-
ping schemes maintaining structural information also in highly un-
reliable regions.

3.3.3 Uncertainty Mapping to Chroma
For clinical applications, we propose additional uncertainty visual-
ization schemes that maintain the structural information in the ul-
trasound B-mode image also in unreliable regions. Similar to the
color overlay, uncertainty mapping to chroma also uses color to de-
pict uncertainty but uses chroma as visual variable. In order to pre-
serve the original ultrasound image’s diagnostic value, we need to
ensure that the perceived intensity remains the same when augment-
ing the image with uncertainty information. Therefore, we perform
the chroma modification in the perceptually uniform CIE L*C*h*
color space, the polar coordinate derivative of the CIE L*a*b* color
model [14].

As illustrated in Figure 4, we compute the derived uncertainty
from the original Confidence Map as U ′(x) := max

(
0, 3U(x)

2 − 1
2

)
to again avoid coloring regions with negligible uncertainty. The
final pixel color in L*C*h* space is given by

C(x)L∗C∗h∗ :=
(
I(x)L∗ ,U ′(x),H

)
, (5)

where I(x)L∗ is B-Mode intensity transformed to to L∗ space and
H = 0.23 is a bright orange. Again, we chose bright orange as hue
for depicting uncertainty to avoid lowering the contrast to Doppler
ultrasound.

3.3.4 Uncertainty Mapping to Fuzziness
Many clinicians prefer to look at grayscale ultrasound images as
they have been trained to do so. Since texture is a very effective
visual variable that keeps the spatial, temporal and color domain of
the original image, we selected it as third visualization scheme for
real-time B-mode ultrasound. More precisely, we use the visual cue
of fuzziness to map the uncertainty information. Therefore, we fuse
the ultrasound image with its uncertainty map such that regions of
low uncertainty appear sharp and regions of high uncertainty appear
fuzzy. As a matter of fact, according to MacEachren et al., this
visual variable is also the most intuitive to represent uncertainty
[12].

Our proposed uncertainty mapping to fuzziness combines a
slight Gaussian blur of the original ultrasound image with its un-

sharp mask (subtraction of the blurred image from the original im-
age). As illustrated in Figure 4 we compute the confidence map of
the original image and apply Equation 2 to obtain the uncertainty
value U(x) for each pixel x. Since this is a diverging mapping
scheme, where regions with high uncertainty will be blurred, and
regions of low uncertainty will be sharpened, we can directly use
U(x) and do not need to compute a derived uncertainty measure.
We compute a Gaussian filtered version of the original image and
combine the two to yield the final pixel value F(x) as

F(x) =U(x)Gσ (x)+
(
(1−U(x)) · (2I(x)−Gσ (x))

)
, (6)

where I(x) is the original ultrasound intensity and Gσ (x) the cor-
responding intensity in the Gaussian with parameter σ . We choose
σ = 2.5 to limit the blurring to a tolerable amount but still yield the
effect of perceived differences in fuzziness. An exemplary result
can be seen in Figure 1 (e).

It should be noted that this mapping scheme certainly alters the
original B-mode image in a way that may reduce the amount of
original information in regions of high uncertainty. However, dis-
cussions with clinicians showed that they nevertheless like uncer-
tainty mapping to fuzziness and appreciate the intuitiveness of the
visual variable. Our evaluation results in Section 5 underline this
fact.

4 SYSTEM

Our reference implementation consists of an Ultrasonix RP (Ana-
logic Corporation, Peabody, MA, USA) device equipped with a
curvilinear ultrasound transducer (model C5-2/60) for acquisition,
as well as a workstation where all the computation is performed.
We use OpenIGTLink [22] for streaming the ultrasound frames and
imaging parameters to our computation framework, where we per-
form the necessary processing steps before eventually routing the
fused image back to the ultrasound device’s display. The process-
ing pipeline is implemented in the CAMPVis framework [18] and
entirely executed on the GPU using both CUDA (solving of Equa-
tion 1) and OpenGL/GLSL (all other processing steps) in order to
achieve optimal performance.

Our image processing pipeline consists of several steps and is
illustrated in Figure 5. After acquiring the B-mode image, we per-
form a Gaussian filtering as well as a resampling. Gaussian filter-
ing is required in order to remove high-frequency noise as well as
to allow for our uncertainty mapping to fuzziness. We perform the
downsampling to speed up the computation of the Confidence Maps
and achieve better convergence (cf. Section 5.1). For our experi-
ment setup we used a 0.5 scaling factor and a smoothing factor σ

of 2.5.
The next step in our processing pipeline is the iterative solver that

computes the Confidence Maps. To ensure a smooth real-time ex-
perience with constant frame rate, we restrict our iterative solver to
perform as many iterations as possible within a fixed time budget,
inversely proportional to the frame rate of the ultrasound device.
We use a CUDA implementation of the Conjugate Gradient method
with a Jacobi preconditioner provided by the CUSP library to solve
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(a) Iterations/resample scale configurations to achieve 30ms execu-
tion time on average.

(b) Error (residual norm) for the different iterations/resample scale
configurations when maintaining 30ms execution time.

Figure 6: Graphs showing the dependency of iteration count and resample scale with respect to the runtime and error (residual norm).
When maintaining a target runtime of 30ms, a lower resample scale yields a lower error.

the underlying Dirichlet problem. The equation system matrix L
(cf. Equation 1) is explicitly constructed on each frame and stored
on the GPU. Since it has only 9 diagonals with non-zero entries, it
can be efficiently stored using the sparse DIA matrix storage for-
mat. After solving the system, the resulting confidence map is used
as initialization for the upcoming image since it provides a good
initial approximation, due to the temporal coherency of ultrasound.

Finally, one of the discussed uncertainty visualization schemes
is applied and the rectilinear B-mode image in polar coordinates
is scan converted to Cartesian coordinates using the known probe
geometry and dynamically queried imaging parameters.

5 EVALUATION AND RESULTS

We structured the evaluation of our proposed system into three
parts: To quantitatively analyze the system performance, we ex-
ecuted several simulated runs on pre-recorded clinical ultrasound
scans to assess error and speed with respect to various system pa-
rameters. To evaluate the educational purpose of our system, we ran
a large user study with medical students and ultrasound trainees. Fi-
nally, we presented our visualizations to ultrasound experts in order
to evaluate the potential of our system in clinical practice.

5.1 System Evaluation

For the performance evaluation, we ran our system on a Linux note-
book with an Intel i7 processor and a nVidia GTX 750M GPU. In-
stead of streaming live images from the ultrasound machine, we
streamed a pre-recorded sequence of patient abdominal ultrasound
containing 392 images of 512x512 pixels resolution from the hard
disk via OpenIGTLink link. To examine the influence of the system
performance with respect to the different parameters, we ran our
real-time solver and visualization in different configurations. The
analytical solving of Equation 1 using standard Cholesky decom-
position required an average of more than 2.2 seconds per frame
and is thus far from real-time. As shown in Figure 6, computing
the Confidence Maps on a lower resolution is beneficial in terms of
error. In 30ms execution time, our system ran 30 PCG iterations on
full resolution, 50 iterations with a resample scale of 0.75, and 100
iterations with a resample scale of 0.5.

Table 1, as well as Figure 7, show how the residual norm, ex-
pressed as ‖r‖2, with r = Lx−b, evolves over time, with respect
to the iteration count. When performing 110 PCG iterations, the
residual norm never exceeds 0.005. For comparison, the dashed
line shows the error progression when the solver is reinitialized at
each iteration, which yields worse results than 20 incremental itera-
tions. This demonstrates the importance of leveraging the dynamic

Figure 7: Error (residual norm) over time for different PCG iter-
ation counts. The resample scale was fixed to 0.5.

nature of ultrasound and using the solution of the previous frame as
initialization.

As it can be observed in Figure 6a, a significant jitter is present in
the processing time when using a fixed number of iterations. There-
fore, in order to ensure real-time visualization, our system does not
use a fixed amount of iterations as stopping criterion, but rather a
fixed time budget wherein we perform as many iterations as possi-
ble.

Table 1: Aggregated performance results in terms of runtime
an error with different configurations for the number of iterations.
The resample scale was fixed to 0.5. Data set was a patient kidney
ultrasound sequence of 392 frames (first 10 frames omitted).

# Iterations Avg Runtime Avg. Error Peak Error
(ms) (Residual Norm)

Direct solver 2214.68 0.0 0.0
20 (incremental) 10.84 0.014 0.033
50 (incremental) 18.07 0.006 0.014
80 (incremental) 25.37 0.003 0.008
110 (incremental) 32.46 0.002 0.005
110 (discarding) 32.59 0.020 0.026

5.2 User Study with Ultrasound Novices
In a first user study we evaluated the educational value of our pro-
posed system. We equipped our ultrasound machine with an Ultra-
sonix C5-2/60 convex abdominal transducer and asked ultrasound
novices to locate different structurally deep anatomies in a CIRS
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: Evaluation results on user study with ultrasound novices. While there is no clear favorite visualization scheme, almost all test
subjects appreciate the uncertainty visualization.

abdominal phantom while using our uncertainty visualization tech-
niques. In total we interviewed 13 medical students, which all had
very limited experience with ultrasound (average of 5.6 performed
ultrasound examinations, minimum 0, maximum 20).

For a quantitative evaluation, we recorded the acquisitions and
measured the time the users required to optimize the view on
anatomical targets. After giving the participants some time to fa-
miliarize themselves with the phantom anatomy, we asked them to
find an optimal view onto the vessel targets in the left and right kid-
ney, as well as onto the portal vein. We then measured the required
time to optimize the view for each visualization scheme by count-
ing the number of frames between the first frame where the target
anatomy was in the field of view until the frame where the stu-
dent defined the view as optimal in his personal opinion. To avoid
biasing the results, we shuffled the order of the visualizations for
each user. While the results in Table 2 show no significant differ-
ences between color overlay and chroma mapping, the time needed
with fuzziness mapping is consistently lower (in average 0.79 sec-
onds) than with the one of other two mapping schemes. Further-
more, the students performed significantly worse (in average 1.86
seconds longer) with only the original B-mode image compared to
all of our proposed visualization schemes, which supports our idea
that visualizing uncertainty helps the user in interactively assessing
the quality of the acquired ultrasound image.

After the experiment, the test subjects additionally answered a
short questionnaire on educational value, helpfulness and intuitive-
ness of the different visualizations. The results in Figure 8 show
that all test subjects appreciate the uncertainty visualization. Inter-
estingly, there is no clear favorite visualization scheme. While some
students preferred the color overlay, others preferred the mapping
of uncertainty to chroma. However, fuzziness mapping yielded an
overall worse response, as many students considered this scheme as
not helpful for diagnosis nor intuitive to read, which is interesting
as it contradicts the quantitative results of Table 2.

Table 2: Average time (seconds) ultrasound novices required to op-
timize the view on target (aggregated results from 9 of the 13 users,
since not all acquisitions were complete).

Left Kidney Right Kidney Portal Vein
Original B-Mode 6.73±4.3 4.96±1.6 4.78±1.2
Color Overlay 4.74±3.8 4.26±1.5 3.30±1.7
Chroma Mapping 4.19±2.3 3.42±1.8 3.44±1.5
Fuzziness Mapping 3.49±3.9 3.15±0.7 2.67±1.1

5.3 User Study with Ultrasound Experts
In a second user study, we presented our system to expert sono-
graphers in order to evaluate the clinical significance of real-time
ultrasound uncertainty visualization. Therefore we applied our vi-
sualization schemes to clinical data of abdominal ultrasound and
presented the results to 7 experts (5 clinicians, 2 senior researchers).
We presented them two different sequences with patient data of
three different anatomies (liver, kidney, spleen) and asked them
about perception, clinical value as well as whether our techniques
assist in finding the optimal acoustic window. Since, for clinical
usage, we do not want to hide information, we showed them only
mapping to chroma and mapping to fuzziness.

Figure 9: Questionnaire results on expert sonographers’ uncer-
tainty perception. Each question was answered independently for
the two different sequences. Therefore, there are 14 answers in to-
tal.

Interestingly, the expert sonographers clearly prefer mapping to
fuzziness over mapping to chroma (Figure 9). This discrepancy
compared to ultrasound novices is probably due to the fact that
experts got used to the monochrome appearance of B-mode ultra-
sound over the years. Thus, they prefer a visualization scheme that
keeps the image in its original grayscale domain.

Regarding clinical significance, the study shows significant im-
provements compared to the default visualization in today’s ultra-
sound devices (Table 3). The clinicians reported that seeing the
amount of uncertainty dynamically adapting to the ultrasound view
provides them with a very strong feedback on the image quality
and its credibility. Here, 6 out of 7 stated that our uncertainty visu-
alization helps with the correct interpretation of the images and also
6 out of 7 participants confirmed that the proposed real-time visu-
alization schemes assists in optimizing the acoustic window. One
clinician found that the computed Confidence Map was unexpected
in one of the sequences and therefore confused him with the correct
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interpretation of the image. Nevertheless, he stated that the tech-
nique was helpful for optimizing the acoustic window. One other
clinician confirmed the uncertainty visualization being helpful for
the correct interpretation but had doubts that it helps with optimiz-
ing the acoustic window.

Table 3: Results on expert sonographers evaluating the clinical
value.

Yes No
Helps with Correct Interpretation 86% 14%
Helps Optimizing Acoustic Window 86% 14%

6 CONCLUSION

With this work we introduce novel visualization techniques for B-
mode ultrasound imaging to provide the user with interactive feed-
back on the level of uncertainty present in the current image. Our
evaluation demonstrates that these techniques support the clinician
in finding the optimal acoustic window, which is a highly important
though non-trivial task, especially for less experienced users strug-
gling to cope with the complex ultrasound image formation process.
We propose three different visualization schemes for depicting the
per-pixel uncertainty present in ultrasound images. Both schemes
show the level of uncertainty (i.e. accuracy, precision, credibility)
directly integrated in the ultrasound image and take the human vi-
sual perception into account to preserve the diagnostic value. Dis-
cussions with clinicians showed that many clinicians are not fully
aware of the amount of uncertainty in ultrasound and highly ap-
preciate the additional feedback on the credibility of the image our
techniques provide.

To our knowledge, we propose a unique technique to facili-
tate the acquisition and enable interactive assessment of the cur-
rent quality in everyday ultrasound. The evaluation results of both
perception and clinical value suggest its great potential to become
an impactful tool enriching existing ultrasound imaging protocols.
Clinicians can use the information to optimize the acoustic window
or acquisition parameters and thereby the overall image quality and
diagnostic value. We are currently in the process of testing our sys-
tem with other anatomies, for instance with the very challenging
transcranial ultrasound. Additionally, we would like to focus our
future work on integrating algorithms that capture further aspects
of uncertainty, for instance reverberation artifacts.
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